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New Albany Global Languages Department 
Spanish 2 Graded Course of Study 

 
Unit 1  (Ch. 1): Mis amigos y yo (My friends and I) 
Objectives:  Global review of Spanish 1; introducing yourself and others, describing people, talking about what 
you and others do, saying what you like and don’t like, describing and discussing nationalities. 
Grammar:  Review of –ar, -er, and –ir verbs in the present tense, review of present tense of tener, review of 
adjective agreement, making nouns plural, review of gustar and indirect object pronouns. 
Culture:  Stereotypes of Hispanic people, evening activities in Spanish-speaking countries, talking about 
friendships and the qualities of a good friend, lunch time in Hispanic schools. 
Additional Resources: vocabulary flash cards; ¡Ven Conmigo! overhead maps of the Spanish-speaking world; 
whiteboards/dry erase boards; ¡Ven Conmigo! Audio cd’s; ¡Ven conmigo! Overhead Transparencies; 
communicative student activities; GUSTAR video; authentic readings and print material from Spanish-speaking 
countries, department-created SmartBoard activties. 
Assessment: Content quizzes per “paso,” student skit/presentations (oral), unit 1 test, one-on-one interviews. 
 
Unit 2 (Ch. 2):  Un viaje al extranjero (A trip abroad) 
Objectives:  Global review of Spanish 1; talking about how you are feeling and your emotions; making 
suggestions and responding to them; explaining that something has already been done; asking for and offering 
help; describing your city or town; describing daily weather conditions by season; identifying Spanish-speaking 
countries and capitals of the world. 
Grammar:  Review of the verb estar; reflexive verbs (sentirse), reflexive pronouns; preterite of –ar verbs; 
irregular preterite tense verbs including ir, hacer, and –car, -gar, and –zar verbs; orthographic spelling changes; 
present tense of querer and poder; using and hacer and estar in weather expressions. 
Culture:  Discussing the extended family in Hispanic culture; comparing the United States weather system to 
those of Spanish-speaking countries 
Additional Resources: Ven Conmigo! Audio cd’s, vocabulary flashcards; ¡Ven Conmigo! overhead maps and 
transparencies; communicative student activities; whiteboards/dry erase boards; countries and capitals video 
project lyrics; Weather song; Weather maps; Weather video; authentic readings and print material from 
Spanish-speaking countries, department-created SmartBoard activities.. 
Assessment: Content quizzes per “paso,” student skit/presentations (oral), unit 2 test, TPR activities, one-on-
one interviews. 
 
Unit 3 (Ch. 3):  La vida cotidiana (Daily life) 
Objectives: Talking about your daily routine; talking about household responsibilities and chores; complaining; 
discussing hobbies and pastimes; describing how long something has been going on; describing how often you 
do something; using question words to form questions. 
Grammar: Reflexive verbs and reflexive pronouns; stem-changing verbs in the present tense; creating adverbs 
by adding –mente; Direct Object Pronouns me, te, lo, la, nos, los, las; hace + quantity of time + que + present 
tense; review of the regular preterite tense verbs and irregular preterite tense verbs; the use of tocar with indirect 
object pronouns. 
Culture: Discussing professions and daily work routines in Spanish-speaking countries; Aztec culture; Gender 
roles in Hispanic households; winter holidays in Spanish-speaking countries; free time activities of teenagers in 
Spanish-speaking countries. 
Additional Resources:¡Ven Conmigo! Audio cd’s, vocabulary flashcards; ¡Ven Conmigo! Overhead maps and 
transparencies; communicative student activities; whiteboards/dry erase boards; daily routine realia; authentic 
readings and print material from Spanish-speaking countries; Reflexive Verbs Video; SmartBoard activities. 
Assessment: Content quizzes per “paso,” student skit/presentations (oral), unit 3 test, TPR activities, one-on-
one interviews, peer evaluations (speaking and writing), cooperative learning activities, student-created arts and 
crafts (as related to our cultural and language studies), video assessment.   
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Unit 4 (Ch. 7):  ¿Conoces bien tu pasado? (Do you know past well?) 
Objectives:  Talking about what you used to do; saying what you used to like and dislike; describing what 
people and things were like; using comparisons to describe people; learning and discussing Spanish idioms to 
describe people. 
Grammar: The imperfect tense of –ar, -er, and –ir verbs; the imperfect conjugations of ir, ser, and ver; spelling 
change of o to u, and y to e to avoid vowel repetition; the imperfect of hay; tan + adjective/adverb + como; 
context phrases to use with the imperfect tense; the study of the preterite vs the imperfect tense; verbs with 
irregular meanings in the preterite; comparative structures of equality and inequality; review of gustar-like verbs 
utilizing indirect object pronouns. 
Culture: discussing the fusion of old and new Hispanic culture; Spanish Idioms and Proverbs. 
Additional Resources: ¡Ven Conmigo! Audio cd’s, vocabulary flashcards; ¡Ven Conmigo! Overhead maps and 
transparencies; communicative student activities, whiteboards/dry erase boards; authentic readings and print 
material from Spanish-speaking countries; SmartBoard activities. 
Assessment: Content quizzes per “paso,” student skit/presentations (oral), unit 7 test, TPR activities, one-on-
one interviews, peer evaluations (speaking and writing), cooperative learning activities, video assessment. 
 
Unit 5 (Chapter 4):  ¡Adelante con los estudios! (Moving on with our studies!) 
Objectives:  Asking for and giving opinions; giving advice; talking about places and people you know; 
discussing good study habits and being a good student in contrast to poor study habits; making comparisons; 
describing yourself and others; making plans for the weekend. 
Grammar: Ser versus Estar; using Ser + adjective to describe people; using Estar + adjectives to describe 
locations and emotions; present tense of conocer and using the personal “A”; deberías versus debes; review of 
Direct Object Pronouns; más que, menos que, tan…como for comparisons. 
Culture: Tú versus Usted for giving advice; different types of high schools in Mexico; tuition costs for 
universities in Latin America; The term “americano”; after school activities of teens in Spanish-speaking 
countries. 
Additional Resources: ¡Ven Conmigo! Audio cd’s, vocabulary flashcards; ¡Ven Conmigo! Overhead maps and 
transparencies; communicative student activities, whiteboards/dry erase boards; authentic readings and print 
material from Spanish-speaking countries; Ser versus Estar video, department-created SmartBoard activities. 
Assessment: Content quizzes per “paso,” student skit/presentations (oral), unit 4 test, TPR activities, one-on-
one interviews, peer evaluations (speaking and writing), cooperative learning activities, video assessment.  
 
 
Unit 6 (Ch 5): ¡Ponte en forma! (Get in shape!) 
Objectives:  Talking about staying fit and healthy; talking about your lifestyle; telling someone what to do and 
what not do; giving explanations and making excuses; talking about aches and pains; review of the parts of the 
body.  
Grammar: Preterite of regular –ar, -er, and –ir verbs; preterite conjugation of Dormir; positive and negative 
informal commands; irregular informal commands; preterite conjugation of poder; preterite conjugation of dar; 
reflexive verbs and reflexive verbs of emotion; spelling changes in verbs that end in –car, -gar, -zar; imperfect 
tense of tener, doler, ir; using doler with indirect object pronouns. 
Culture: Eating habits of teenagers in Spanish-speaking countries; snacking and snack foods in Spanish-
speaking countries; exercise routines and healthy lifestyles of teenagers in Spanish-speaking countries. 
Additional Resources: ¡Ven Conmigo! Audio cd’s, vocabulary flashcards; ¡Ven Conmigo! Overhead maps and 
transparencies; communicative student activities, whiteboards/dry erase boards; authentic readings and print 
material from Spanish-speaking countries; Spanish 2 Level Novel Casi se muere and all ancillary materials; 
SmartBoard activities..  
Assessment: Content quizzes per “paso,” student skit/presentations (oral), unit 5 test, TPR activities, one-on-
one interviews, peer evaluations (speaking and writing), cooperative learning activities, video assessment. 
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Unit 7 (Ch. 6): De visita en la ciudad (A trip to the city) 
Objectives:  Asking for and giving information; the parts of a city; relating a series of events; ordering and 
tipping on the bill in a restaurant; various food vocabulary; describing the taste of food. 
Grammar: Present tense of Saber and Conocer; preterite tense of Conocer; global review of the preterite tense; 
Saber versus Conocer; Estar to describe the taste of food; preterite forms of pedir, servir, traer; review of Direct 
Object Pronouns. 
Culture: Typical Hispanic recipes and dishes; visiting San Antonio; Tex-Mex and Tejano culture; methods of 
transportation in Spanish-speaking countries; birthday celebrations in Spanish-speaking countries. 
Additional Resources: ¡Ven Conmigo! Audio cd’s, vocabulary flashcards; ¡Ven Conmigo! Overhead maps and 
transparencies; communicative student activities, whiteboards/dry erase boards; authentic readings and print 
material from Spanish-speaking countries; tour guides and flyers in the Spanish language; menus; authentic 
recipes; Food video; SmartBoard activities..  
Assessment: Content quizzes per “paso,” student skit/presentations (oral), unit 6 test, TPR activities, one-on-
one interviews, peer evaluations (speaking and writing), cooperative learning activities, video assessment. 
 
Unit 8 (Chap 9 &Self-created Unit that utilizes elements from the text)  
Objectives: Telling one or more people what to do and what not do using formal speech; talking about the past; 
relating a story in the past. 
Grammar: Regular Formal commands (Usted and Ustedes); Irregular formal commands; preterite tense versus 
the imperfect tense. 
Culture: Cinco de Mayo; comparison between Cinco de Mayo and Mexico’s Independence Day; discussing 
traditional music and recipes from Mexico. 
Additional Resources: Self-assessment websites; Cinco de Mayo Video; authentic Mexican recipes and music; 
newspaper articles; partner communicative activities; SmartBoard activities.. 
Assessment: Teacher created quizzes and tests; student presentations; video assessment; paired and group 
activities. 
 
Unit 9 (Ch. 8):  Diversiones (Fun time activities) 
Objectives:  Describing a past event; saying why you couldn’t do something; talking about free time activities 
(going to the zoo, an amusement park, and/or a movie premiere). 
Grammar: Adjectives with –ísimo; superlatives; the imperfect tense compared to the preterite tense; verbs 
followed by prepositions; the conjuction mientras; decir que in the preterite tense. 
Culture: El Yunque and el coquí; important holidays and festivals in your hometown; holidays and festivals in 
Spanish-speaking cities and countries; animal noises. 
Additional Resources: ¡Ven Conmigo! Audio cd’s, vocabulary flashcards; ¡Ven Conmigo! Overhead maps and 
transparencies; communicative student activities, whiteboards/dry erase boards; authentic readings and print 
material from Spanish-speaking countries; SmartBoard activities.. 
Assessment: Content quizzes per “paso,” student skit/presentations (oral), unit 8 test, TPR activities, one-on-
one interviews, peer evaluations (speaking and writing), cooperative learning activities, video assessment. 


